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Abstmct. We define a language L and show that it cannot be recognized by any twc: zay 
deterministic counter machine. It is done by fooling any given such machine; i.e. showing that 
if it accepts L’z L, then L’ -L # 0. For this purpose, an argument stronger than the well-known 
crossing sequence argument needs to be introduced. Since L is acceptecl by a two-way deterministic 
pushdown automaton, we consequently show that one puskdown stack: is more powerful than 
one counter for deterministic two way machines. 
Definitions 
2dfa(k) -two-way deterministic finite automaton with k heads, 
2sdfa( k) - same as above except that k - 1 heads are blind, they can see only 
the end markers (s for simple), 
2dfa - 2dfa( l), 
2dpda(k) -two-way deterministic pushdown automaton with k heads, 
2dpda - 2dpda( l), 
2dc - two-way deterministic counter machine (2dpda with one pushdown 
symbol), 
2nfa [ lnfa] - two-wa,y (one-way) nondeterministic finite automaton, 
2DF.A - the class of 2dfa languages” 
Similarly 2DC, 2DPDA, 2DFA(k), etc. are the Lorresponding classes of languages. 
CFL - the class of con ext free languages, 
j+{xo#. l l #~k#~k~l,~i~{O,l}*forO~dj~k.,f~:)r~~onne 16iGkxi=xo}, 
L’==(X(+ 0 •#.~k#Ik~l,~jE{O, l}*forO<j~k,forsonre lCiskxi=XoR), 
where. xR is; the string x reversed. 
* The second author was supported in part by the Israel Commission J*or Basic Research, and bY 
NSF Grant MCF 78-25301 at the “University of California ait Berkeley. 
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1. introductiion 
Showing that a language cannot be recognized by a two-way automaton of any 
kind that ,,ccepts some nonregular languages eems to be a very difficult task. 
Similar results for one-way machines are much easier: One usually fools the machine 
by showing that it must. accelpt some strings not in the given language. Fooling the 
machine is possible due to the irreversible movement of the head [s]. Consequently, 
the machine is fooled either by plumping additional substrings (the various pumping 
lemmas) or by replacing some substrings [ 131. 
Most of the results of proper inclusions of classes accepted by two-way machines 
use dia,gonalization directly or indirectly. For example, to show that an additional 
head increases the powc;;r of a 2dfa(k) [2dpda(k)l, the only method known is first 
to use diagonalization to show that many additional heads increase the computing 
power, and then to use tranf,lation techniques to derive the desired results ([9,12]). 
The ody languages in PSP,ACE known to the authors that cannot be recognized 
by any 2dpda are constructed by diagonalization. Or: the other hand, we know of 
a number of languages that do not seem to belong to 2DPDA, but so far it was 
impossible to prove or disprove this fact. (See [6].) 
In [6] a number of open problems related to 2DPDA have been listed. Some of 
them were shown to correspond to well known open problems in machine based 
complexity. This paper settles one of these problems. We show that 2DC s 2DPDA. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first of these problems that has been 
solved. This new result implies that one pushdown store is betPer than one counter 
for two-way deterministic machines. The corresponding result for one-way machines 
is easy. Note that two pushdown stores are no more powerful than two counters 
even for one way machini:s because the latter suffice for recognizing all the r.e. 
sets. The main result is proved by fooling a two way automaton. Indeed, the 
automata we muld fool are not very powerful. However, it seems that they are 
the most powerful machmes that have been fooled so far. The only cases we know 
of proofs that do not use diagonalization that some languages cannot be accepted 
by some two-way machines belong to two classes: 
i 1) Fide automata : Obviously, every nonregular language does not belong to 
2DFA. 2dfa’s with restricted number of states are very difficult to fool. In fact the 
following problem is still open. 
em I. Is it possible to simulate every 2nfa (or lnfa) with n states by a 2dfa 
with tik states for some k > Of? 
In [14] hardest languages for 2NFA and for 1NFA were constructed. So, tc: 
prove a negative answe:r to Problem I one has only to fool a 2dfa with a small 
number of states that is supposed to accept one of these languages. In [lS] this 
approach was used in a. non-trivial way to show that sweeping 2dfa’s require 2” 
states to recognize these languages. Finite automat,? that search mazes or cubic 
r graphs have also been foolefd ([I,, 23). 
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(2) Crossing sequence argument [S]: This argument can be us;ed to fool one tape 
Turing machines that use less than log n space or less than n 2 timle. This argument 
was not sufficient o prove our main result. Note that the number of configurations 
of these Turing machines during a computation is o(n2), while the machines we 
fool may have o(n2) configurations. Our techniques can be viewed as a possible 
generalization of the crossing sequence argument. 
Using crossing sequence argument Cobham [4] showed that :any machine with 
one input head that recognizes the langgage of perfect s:quares must saltisfy 
TIME l SPACE 2 Cn2, where TIME = maximal number of steps on inputs of length 
n and SPACE = log2 (total number of configurations during the computations on 
inputs of length n). This proof applies also to the language i = (x $xR 1 x E (0, 1)“). 
A bounded turn [reversal]2dc is a 2dc that is allowed to make a bounded input 
head turns [stack head reversals]. For both restricted versions of 2dc SPACE= 
O(log n) and TIME = O(n), and consequently none can accept i’. 
Recently there have been three results that showed that specific languages cannot 
be accepted by certain types of two-way machines. Chlam [3] showed that i cannot 
be recognized by any nondeterministic bounded reversal multicounter maclhines. 
His proof uses counting argument which forces the machine to accept x$y” for 
x # y. In Cl.01 Ibarra and Gurari showed that the language f = (0” 1”” 1 n 3 1) cannot 
be accepted by any bounded reversal 2dc. They prove it by showing that if such 
machine accepted 2 then a known unsolvable problem would be solvable. In 
WI Janiga showed that given k>O, the language & = 
{x~fx~#* l l # xk # x: 1 xi E (0, l}*) cannot be accepted by any real-time 2nfa(k), 
and consequently P = Ljk Pk cannot be accepted by any reaJ-time 2nfa(k) for any k. 
Note that real-time is a very severe restricti.Gn, and in order to fool such machines 
it suffices to use Rivest and Yao’s technique: [ 133. (See also Section 7 where we 
fool very eashly a real-time Zdfa(2).) 
Our main result seems tea be stronger than these three results in the folEowing 
sense. The languages f, lpk I k > 0), P and the language in Secti.on 7are all in 21)C. 
We do not know whether 1: is in 2lX but as was noted aFDve, bounded reversal 
2dc’s can be fooled easily on f. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state the main theorem 
and prove its six corollaries. In Section 3 we sketch the proof of the main theorem 
and in Sections 4-6 we prove ilr. In Sectkn 4’ we prove two more results: We first 
give a language and show that iit can be accepted bq; a Tdfai.2) in real time but riot 
t-v any l&(k). Then we give another language and show that it can be accepted 
by a ldfa(2) but not by any real-time 2dfa(2). 
2. The main theorem a~nd its canse 
I. E cannot be accepted by any 2sldfa(2). 
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C~mlhries 1 2DC !; 2DPDA. 
2. 2SDFA(2) s XWA(2). 
21. 2SDFAi(2) 5: 2SDFA(3). 
4,. 2SDFAi(2) # 2DPDtA. 
5;. 2DC and CFL aFe i!ncom,parable. 
6. 2SDFAr(2) and CFL are ditcomparable. 
Prc~& The following f;acts can be easily verified: 
1. 2DC G 2SDFA(2); 
2. L E 2DPDA; 
3. L E 2DFA(2); 
4, L E 2SDFA(3). 
Corollaries l-4 follow 
observation that a similar 
from these facts. Corollaries 5 and 6 follow from the 
theorem holds for L' (and L' c CFL). q 
3. Skt& abf the proof 
Given a 2tifa(2) A we foni it :as follows: We construct wo languages Ll, Lz 
(L,sg{O, l}*,L2~#(0, l,#}*} such that 
(_A) & “discinguishtss with respect o LI" between every pair of different words 
in Lz: VW, iii in Lz, w # I?, 3y in L1 such that exactly one of {yw, ye} belongs 
to L; and 
@) A does not distinguish with respect o L1 between some pair of different 
words in La: 3G9 ~5 in Lz, 6 # I?, such thait Vy in L1 ye? E L(A) iff yr3 E L(A) (L(A) 
is the r’anguage accepaed by A). Consequently _L # L(A). 
A configuration of a 2sdfa(2) is a triple (4, i, j), where 4 is a state and i [j] is 
the position of the seeing [blind] head. Consequently, the computation can be 
viewed as a walk on an (n + 2) x (n + 2) matrix, where n is the length of the input. 
(See Fig. 1.) Without loss of generality we assume that the blind head sees blanks 
and that the automaton starts [or halts] when its seeing head scans the leftmost 
symbol of the input and the blind head seles the left endmarker (4); i.e. at configur- 
ation @,I, 0) for s0’m.e state 4’. 
An intern’al computation from Co to Cr,7, (Co and (5: are configurations) on the 
triple (x, ,yI z) is a compultationt on input .KYZ that starts with Co, Iwhere the seeing 
head sees either the first err the last symbol of y, ends with Cr, where the 
seeing head sees the symbol immediately to the left or the one immediately to the 
t of y, during which the seeing head scans only y, and t’he blind head never 
sees the en&markers. (See Fig, 2.) 
Using a countirtlg a.rgument we find two different strings U, v (in (0, 1)“) of the 
same length (im) such that for every x and z and every Co and dS: there is an internal 
computation from C;D to C’ on (x, u, z) iff there is an internal computation from 
Cs 3 c, on (x, v, z j. The countinlg is ,,lade nontrivial due to the fact that although 
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Fig. 1. 7%~ matrix of configurations of a 2sdfa, 
the seeing head scans only y,, and the blind head does not see the end mark-era, 
the computation depends also on the lengths of x and z because the blind head is 
not allowed to “hit the walls”. 
We define L1 = {u, v}” and L2 = { # z1 # e l l #zzn-l I&E L1 for 1 s i s 2”-l, and 
Zl<iC2<’ ” <z2n-1). Consequently, (A) above is immediate. The existence of rZ 
and a? of (B) is established by another, more complicated argument. 
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Fig. 2. An internal computwions from CO to C, on (x, u, z) End on (x9 ~2). 
Both arguments count functions that completely characterize the corresponding 
computations. In the first, the functions are fv, and the goal is to show that their 
number is smaller than 2” (the: number of possible y”s of length m). In the second, 
the functions are igw, and the goal is to show that the:ir number is smaller than I($--1) 
than (the number of possible nl ‘s in 14). So, in both cases the crux of the argument 
is to show that the numbier of these functions is not too large. In the first, this is 
shown by properly defining these functions and eliminating the, dependence of the 
internal ccmprltations am .t and z. In the second, we use the relation between u 
and U, to drastically reduce the number of these functions. 
4. Finding u md v 
Let .A, be an arbitrary but fixed 2sdfa(2). Assume c2 denotes the set of states of 
A, i2f x is an input for A ;and C and C’ are configurations of A on 1~: we denote 
by C kX C’ the: fact that A goes in one step from C to C’. If C = (4, i, j) is a 
conficP,urati~n of A we denote by pro(C) = q, prl(C) = i and pr2( C) = j. For a string 
I[ we denote by 1x1 the length of x and for a set S we denote by ISI the size of S. 
De-fldion 1, Let co, Cl,, . . . :, C,, r Z= l!, be a sequence of configurations of A, let 
X, y, z be strings in (0, 1, #)*, where 1~12 1m We say that this sequence is an internal 
computation of A from Co, to Cr on the triple (x, y, z)~, if (i), (ii) and (iii) hold: 
(i) CO h, G I-,,, l * l hgz G; 
(ii) I.rl+l~~~r~(Ci)c~,~,yIalndlcpr~(Ci)~lxyz~foreachi=0,l,...,r-1; 
(iii) prl(Co)(_= {1x1+ 1,I:ryl) and prI(C,) E (1x1, I&l + 1). 
Note that the internal computation on (x, y , z) degends only on the lengths x 
and Z. consequently, we musi have an identical internal computation on (Z, y, Z) 
in the following two cases: 11) IX-[ = 1x1 and Iz~= I;?#, and (2!) Z,Z are arbitrary 
but long enough. In the sequel when we say that the internal computation does 
not depend on x and z we will always have one of these cases. (In fact except for 
once we will k. ave the first c;z~s,e, and when we have tfle second case it will be clear 
what do we mean by long enough.) 
tit Co, G, I$ . , C, be a sequence of configurations of A. By min(C0, Cl, . . . , C,) 
resp. max( C,,, Ci, . . . , C) we denote the minimum resp. the maximum number of 
the sequence 
~,p~2Wik--pM3, F~~~~(C~F--P=~(CO), . . . 9 pr2Cb-pr2K+0)~ 
By m and n we denote two integers uch that 
(21Q13~~2(21Qlmt + l)+ l)2’Q’<2” 
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and 
To find the strings u and v, we will analyze the internal computations 
the triple (2, y, 2) started either in square &_ ojr in square SR. (See Fig. 3.) 
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Defkitiom 2. Let x’ and Z be two arbitrary but fixed strings over {0,1, #) such 
that I%51 -b m = 2lQlm .- 1. Lei Ml = % and i@= 59 ~2 xZ, where %’ is the set 
of all configurations of A and 2 the set of all integers. For eaclh string y in (0, 1)” 
we define a partial functio n j,, : Ml + A& as follows. Let Co be airbitrary configuration 
of A. If the sequence Co, C1,n . . . , C, r 2 1, of the configurations of A is an internal 
computation of A from Co to C, on the triple (Z, y, Z), and moreover, prz(lCcJ = 
IQlrn (i.e. Co is either in the square SL or in the square SR in IFig. 3(a)), then 
f,,(CJ = (Cl, min(Cb, II . . , G-I), max(C0, . . . 9 C-d 
anld if there is no such computation, then f,,(CO) is undefined. 
Note that fy is a partial function because A is deterministic. The situation 
fy(Co) = (C, min( l ), max( * :I) is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). 
Lemma 1. There are two di_ferer,t strings u, v in (0, I)” such that for every pair of 
strings x, z and every pair of configurations of A Co, Cn there is an internal computation 
of A from Co to Ct on the Mp,!e (x, u, z) if anb only if there is an internal computation 
of A from Co to Cr on the tr@le (x, v, z ). 
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The assertion of Lemma 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2 :; the computation on (x, u, z) 
resp. on (x9 tl, z) is denoted by a solid line, resp. by a broken line. 
ho&,, my &finitions l ‘and 2, each .fy is a partial function from Mi into M$, where 
c M: =Qx{l$r-11, IZ~+m}x{lQlm} 
attd 
M; -{Qx{Izl, ]ai+m+l}x{O, 1,. . . ,2iQ~m}} 
x (0, -3.) ,I . . ‘I --- IQirn + 1)x(0,1,. . . !, IQim - 1). 
The cardmality of the set of all partial functions from M’, into A& is 
<2101”m2(21Qim + 1)+ l.)2’a’e On the other hand, there are 2” strings in (0, 1)“. 
By !I), there are two di.Rerent strings M and v in {0,, 1)” with fU = 1po. 
Let co, Cl, . , . , C, be an internal computation of’ A from Co to Cr on the triple 
(x, u, z ). We first (show that -IQ1 m 4~: min( Co, Cl, . . . + C,-1) and . 
max(C& Cl9 t . . , CrJ 4: IQlm. We assume to the contrary that -iQim 3 
minK+& . . I , C_‘-I) or max(CO, . . . , Cr-i) 2 IQlm. We consider the sequence of the 
pairs (pr0CC,d, prl(C,H, @=OCd, prl(Gh . . . 9 (prOK’~olA prl(Clolm On ‘k number 
of all digeren? pairs of the form (pr&), prl(Cl)) is at most IQim (since iui = m). 
Therefore, there are two indices i and j, i C j, such that 
prl&) = or&) iand prl(Ci) = prl(Cj). (3) 
If pr*( Ci:l= pr2( Ci>, then (311 implies Ci = CP It means, that the computation of A 
from Ci to Ci on the word; xuz is a loop. (See Fig. 4(a).) ‘Therefore, there is no 
configuratkm C, such that pi-1 (Cr) E {Ix I, Ix I + m --'f- 1)- a contradiction to (iii) of 
Definition 1. If pr&l) :> prz(C/), resp. pr2(Cj) < p:Yz( Cj), then by (3) we have, that 
the blind ‘head of A rberiodically ;approaches the :teft, resp. right endmarker. (See 
Fig. 4(b) rasp. 4(c).) Therefore in the internal computation of A from Co to C, on 
a b 
i I 
I I 
CO I II I I I I I I -- 
C 
&Z. 4. ia) Pr2G I = Pr2tCj); (b) pr*(Ci) >pr2t Cj); (c) pr2(Ci) =: pr2(Ci). 
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the triple (n, u, z) t&e is a configuration C Nith prz(C) = 0, resp. prz(C) =” 
lxuz I+ 1 - a (contradiction to (ii) of Definition ‘l.. 
By definition 1, the internal computation of /P from Co to C, on (x, u, z) does 
not depend on the strings x and z. (In Fig. 5(a), this internal computation is denoted 
bY a solid line.) Moreover, since -min( Co, . . . , ctY,_.~) < lQlrn> and 
max(Co , . . . 9 C,J <= IQlm, the rectangle EFGH from the square ABCD can bile 
“triansferred” into the square A’B’C’D’. (see Fig. 5.) Therefore there is an internal 
u or v 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
i 
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I 
‘G 
/ ’ \ m r GO I \ /I 
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_ 
J 
u or v 
/ A I 
@ ii i $ 
u 
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Fig. 5. 
b 
computation of 14 from Co to Cr on the triple (2, u, Z), where pr&&) = pro@&) arrd 
Co is in the square St if prl(Co) = IX I+ 1, and CO is in the square SR if prl (Co)1 = Ix~+ IYZ. 
(Note that ZY Z and the squares &, SR are from Definition 2. In Fig. 5(b), this 
internal computation is denoted by a solid line.) Since fU (C& = fv (Co), there is 
an internal computation of A from Co to Cr on the triple (x, 27, z). (In Fig. 5(%), 
this internal computation is denoted by a broken line.) Again we transfer the 
rectangle EFGH from the square A’B’C’D’ into the square ABCD. Thus, there is 
an internal computation of A from C b to C, on the triple (x, V, z). (In F’ig. S(a), 
this internal calmputation isdenoted by a broken line.) KJ 
Let L, = {u, v}~, and let 
(By ZI c z2 we mean tlhat he binary number epresented, by z1 is smaller than the 
one represented by zz.) The following lemma immediately follows from the 
definition of Lz. 
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Lerm;nn 2. For* euery two d#en:!nt strings w and iii in & there is a string y in L1 
suck that exactly one of yw and y@ belongs to L. 
For y=yl . 4 . y, E L 1 with yi E {u, v}, yi will ble called the ith block c,f’ y. 
5. Coinpufatiwa segmentrs; 
By d we derlote the number ‘l + (I + mn)(2”-* -IF 1). Further by Nd we denote the 
set (0, 1 , . , . , 4’) and by %“( we denote the set Q x Nd x Nd,, %d contains all possible 
config,urations of A on alll strkgs of the form ye for y E LI and w E Ea. Wow we 
define : 
Bis(CICECed;and(i-l)m+l~prl(e)l~irn) fori=l,Z,...,n, 
BcI=-+[C~CE V& andp:rI(C)=O}, 
B n+ 11 = {C 1 C E 4$ and mn f 1 s prl( C) s d}, 
u = (C 1 C E $$ and 1 zgprI(C) d mn and prz(C) E (0, d}}. 
These sets of configurations listed above are illustrated in Fig. 6. 
t- 
- -.__- d+ I- 
-----i 
~-a-s-J- - --- ‘1 11 Jy,-1-- zw, -71 ._- -- 
en+l 
Fig. 6. 
e&&ion 3,. Let y E LI !, w E L2, and let Co, (2’1, . l I. , Cr, r 2 1, be a sequence off 
configuratios:~s of A on yw. We say that this sequence is a comptation segment of 
A frtprn Co to C, on yw :if 
(i) CO i’-- YW Cl kvw ’ l . kvw C” 
(ii) Co, {C, E a, and 
(iii) Ci c: G!& -crforWS<r. 
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Figure 7 describes acomputation segment of A from C 80 C’ on Yw. Recall that 
every computation of A starts and (if A halts) ends in a configuration in CT (im 
u n B1). So every halting computation can be broken into computation segments. 
The following lemma shows that there are many similar computation segments. 
Bi Bj 
Fig. 7. A computation segment from C to C’ on yw. 
Lemma 3. Assume there is a computation segment olFA from Co rfo C, on y w, y E L 1, 
w E L2 and Co E u n Bi and iTr E (I TV BP Then for all y’ E L,l wit/g the same ith and 
jth blocks as y there is a computation segrnen.t of A from Co to C, cm y ’ w. 
Proof. If C E %‘d, then we denote by B(C) the set BP, 0 s p s n + I, such that C E BP. 
For the sequence 0, 1, . . . , r we define a subsequence ko, kI, . . . , k, t 2 1, as follows: 
(a) ko= 0, 
(b) if ki c r, then ki+l is the minimal number greater than ki such that Cki t, & B( C;C,) 
(if such number ki+l exists), and ki+l = r otherwise. 
(The configurations Cb, Ck,, . . . , are illustrated in Fig. 8. The computation on 
the string yw, resp. y’w, is denoted by a solid line, resp. by a broken line.) To prove 
the lemma it is sufficient to show, that ior eac5 i = 0, 1,2, . .# . 9 t - 1 there is a 
computation of A from Cki 20 Cki+k on the word y’w. We consider the following 
three possible cases: 
Case 1; Cki E BI, where 1 :E 2 G n zux. yi = yl. Since the computation of A from 
Cki ‘0 Cki+l on yw does not ciepend on the strings y1, . . . , VI--I, :r’l+l, . . . , yn and w, 
and yi = yl, there is an identicE computation of A from C;;, to &i+I on the string 
Y: . . . y;w = y’w. (For examg&, if we assume that y$ = y2 and yi = y4, then the 
computations from ck2 to c&. from C kI,, to CkII and others in Fig., 8 are of this type.) 
Case 2: C& E 230 u &+I. In this case, the proof is similar to the: proof in Case 1. 
(For example, the computations from Ck3 to C, and from C& to Eckg in Fig. 8 are 
of this type.) 
--- 
Fig. 8. 
Ca.slf 3: Ck, E & where 1 s 2 s pz and y ; + yl (hence 0 C i <t>. The sequence 
C;ca . . l , ck, : h is an internal computation of A from Cki to Ck,;+I on the triple 
(Y 1 9’. * yf-1, yh y/+1 ’ l ” y,&. By Lemma 1, there is an internal computation of A 
from Cki to Ckj+, on th’e triple (Ye . . . ylwl, yi, ylwl . . . y,&. Moreover, by Definition 
1, this internal computation does not depend on the strings Yl, . . . , yl-1, yl+l, . . . , yn 
and W. Cons~z:que-;tly, the latter is the desired computation of A from Cki to Cki+, 
on thtzstring t:$ . . . y;_lyiyi+l . . . y:w = y’w. (For exa.myle, if we assume that yi # yl 
and Y; f y3 i:rn Fig. 8, th,;,n the computations from C& Ito ck2, from Ckg to Cklo and 
others are of this type). Cl 
B- 11+ i 
efknitiola 4, For every string w E L2 we define a par tia’i functioln gW : cr x {u, u}” + CT 
as follows. Let C E u G Bi and p, 4 E {u, II}, then g,,,(C, W, 1~) =C’ for C’ E a n Bi for 
some j, I<,( s n, if there is a computation s1egmen.t o!f A from C’ to C’ on ye, 
where y E L and the ith and jth blocks of y are p and 4’ resp. ; if t 
computatior., fsegment, the;~:~ g&Z’, p, 9) is undefined. 
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By Lemma 3 and since A is deterministic g, is indeed a. partial function. (C’ if 
defined, is unique: Assume *rhat also C” satisfies the definition and C” E g If7 B,,,. 
Take y E L with ith block p and fib and.mth blocks 4’. By Lemma 3 C’ - C”.) Figure 
7 illustrates the case g,JC, U, v) = C’. 
Lemma 4. There are two struzgs 6, 6 in L2 such that for every .y in L1 yi? E L(A) 
i”yiC E L(A). 
Proof. The cardinality of the set of partial functions from u x {u, LJ}~ into CT is 
(21Qlmn + l)*‘Q’mn. 
On the other hand, the cardirlality of 1;2 is ($1). It follows from (2) that there are 
two strings in Lz: $ and G with g,+ = g+ 
The conclusion of the: lem na follows immediately from the definition of g, by 
induction on the number of computation segments in the accepting computation 
of A on y$ (or yfi). (A reac:les C after exactly k computation segments on yft ifI 
it does so on yrZ.) U 
Theorem 1 follows from Lc:mma 2 and Lemma 4. It is clear that a similar theorem 
holds for L’ instead of L. . 
7. One-wa3 multihead finite automata versus reaMime two-way two-head 
deterministic finite automata 
Consider the following t\YcA classes of languages: The class of languages accepted1 
by one-way multihead finite automata (lJk lNFA(k)), and the class of languages 
accepted by real-time 2dfa(k )9s. (A multihead automaton is real time if each step 
its first head moves right, rc:ads an input symbol and the automaton accepts or 
rejects the string read so far.‘: Theorems 2 and 3 Below imply that these two classes 
:_re incomparable. 
Theorem 2. The language L =(x$x “1 x E (0, 1, #E”} can be accepted by a real-time 
2dfa(2) but not by any lnfa(l:). 
Roof. The first half is obvious. AS for the second half, in [ 13) it was shown that 
the language L1 = {WI # w2 # l l 0 if.4 ~26 1 b > 0 ami wi = w26+1--i E (0, 1}* for i = 
1 Y.9’9 L4) cannot be acceptc:d by any lnfa(k). The same proof holds for L2 = 
{W#* ‘*#wb#$#w;#’ l ~#w~~b>Oan.dwi~{O,l}*fori-l,...,b}.ButifL 
is in lNFA(k) so is L2 = L r! [(O, 1, #)*$(o, I, #)*}. 0 
Let L = (xa”yb.x y 1 x, y E (0, I}“, m a 1). L can be acctepted by a ldfa(2), 
but not by any real-time 2dfa(2). 
a& 3e3 OS l swalqoJd asay) .p suo!sJa,r lapea au.Ios auyap ah% ‘way) 3~10s 01 alqeun 
%u!aa l suralqoJd uado rofewt 30 Jaqu;rnu e a~ey aM 6lyxa[duro;, leuo!le)nduroa ul 
auu1qea.x e icq pa$daDae si 7 leql rC.re~luo~ aql 03 awnssv SMO,IIOJ se [f: [] anbpqw 
S,OIZA pue $saA!a dq pa!ao.rd s! 3p~q puoDas aq& l snoFsqo ST 31sy iwy au “JOtUd 
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Achwledgment 
We are grateful to Joel SeiBeras who pointed out to zs a short cut in our original 
proof. He also gave a nice interpretation to our result. The language IL can be 
viewed as a special case of s&g-matching. The contradiction is obtained bezause 
the different exts (strings in L2:. can be described by a smaller number calf g/s. The 
function g, specifies the text w completely because using it one: can find for every 
pattern (y E L1) whether it appears in the text. 
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